
 

 
 

Terms of Reference 
No.1 
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for the 
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(PRIDA)” 
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Description of the Assignment Recruitment of consultant on monitoring and 

evaluation framework  
Related activity of annual work plan A1.1 
Duration and Location of assignment 35 working days -Home/Addis Ababa 
Expert Category Senior Non Key Expert 
Time of assignment March – June 2019 

 

1  P r o j e c t  B a c k g r o u n d  

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) play enabling roles for social and eco-
nomic development. As a key sector, ICT contributes relevantly to national economic growth. 
ICTs enable governments to deliver efficient services to businesses and citizens; and citizens 
benefit from ICT-enabled education, governance and health-services. Generally affordable 
and accessible ICT services have the potential to generate benefits such as more competitive 
markets, social inclusive growth and more equitable development, in line with the Roadmap 
adopted at the 4th EU-Africa Summit and the Multiannual Indicative Programme 2014-2017. 
 
ICT diffusion is growing fast in Africa, with mobile services now playing the leading role in 
bridging the digital divide. Data from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) shows 
that three-quarter of the African population has access to mobile SIM cards. Yet, the success 
in mobile ownership has not been replicated in other areas of ICT. Internet access falls far 
behind the rest of the world. Broadband penetration, especially the fixed broadband that indi-
cates the intensity of ICT use in the government, business and anchor institutions like schools, 
health centres and universities is still very low.  The average broadband speeds are generally 
lower in African countries compared to the rest of the world, while the cost of using services 
and devices are higher in relation to the average income of the population. 



 

 
 

 
Investments in broadband infrastructure require pro-competitive policy and regulatory environ-
ments that lower the barriers for the entry of new players as well as cross-border policies and 
regulatory harmonization. It demands competition, open access, infrastructure sharing and pri-
vate investment as well as public and private partnership and a mix of these in the deployment 
of the backbone, backhaul and last/access miles. Cross-border policy harmonization is also 
important to increase competition, consumer benefits through economy scale and regional 
trade and integration. 
 
The global nature of services and applications also implies that efforts that pertain to the inter-
net infrastructure especially those involving critical internet resources such as numbers and 
domain names, as well as issues related to the safety and security of the internet (e.g. spam, 
network security, cybercrime) are important. In addition, intellectual property rights, trade, and 
capacity development have direct impact on the deployment and use of broadband networks. 
Therefore, the participation of African countries in evolving internet governance structures and 
processes4 is critical to stimulate access to broadband services advances.  
 
Yet, Africa’s participation in most of the institutional structures in charge of ICT is very limited. 
African participation is low and its technical contribution to the Internet Architecture Board 
(IAB), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), 
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Number (ICANN) is very limited. Participation in these international forums demands capability 
and complete understanding of technical issues, such as protocols and the complex govern-
ance and interests of stakeholders, communities and players. 
 
The situation in the policy development varies considerably across Africa. Some countries 
were only able to develop policies due to the flurry of interest in national ICT policies towards 
the end of 1990s and early 2000s. Others faced resource constraints to implement their ICT 
policies, especially to extend infrastructure and services and build the underlying capacity to 
participate in information economy.  
 
The ICT sector regulation has become increasingly complex with growing players that exercise 
significant market power in the industry and increased pressure from investors for transparent 
and independent legal and regulatory processes. At the customer end of the value chain, there 
are threats to privacy, the loss of control over data and child protection concerns. New devel-
opments in cloud computing, Internet of Things, Over the Top service provision have only ex-
tended the requirements for strong regulatory capacity and the need for coordination across 
sectors. 
 
  
The African Union Commission and the European Commission recognize the need for policy 
and regulatory harmonization and capacity building and the importance of improving Africa’s 
participation in the Internet Governance issues. They have been collaborating in the ICT 
sphere for over a decade. The EC support to the AUC stems from its experience of implemen-
tation of the Commission’s Digital Agenda and its effort in mainstreaming ICT in its develop-
ment assistance. The key projects include an Africa Leadership in ICT being implemented in 
collaboration with the “Global eSchools and Communities Initiative” (GeSCI), the African re-
gional Internet Exchange programme and African Union leading role on cyber security, data 
protection, cyber-crime and e-transaction . 
 
Building on the long standing EC/AUC collaboration and drawing on the experiences of African 
governments, development aid agencies and other national and regional actors including the 
private sector, academia and civil society, the  European Commission and the African Union 
Commission have launched a Policy and Regulatory Initiative for Digital Africa (PRIDA) project. 
 



 

 
 

The overall objective of the "Policy and Regulation Initiative for Digital Africa (PRIDA)ˮ is to  
foster universally accessible, affordable and effective wireless broadband-across the conti-
nent to unlock possible future benefits of Internet based services. The specific objectives are 
a) to facilitate efficient and harmonised spectrum utilisation, b) to harmonise measurable 
ICT/Telecommunications policy, legal and regulatory frameworks and c) to strengthen the 
ability of African decision makers to actively participate in the global internet governance de-
bate.  
 
PRIDA is based on three outputs: 
 

• Output 1: Efficient and harmonised spectrum utilisation, 
• Output 2: Harmonisation of measurable ICT/Telecommunications policy, legal and 

regulatory frameworks, 
• Output 3: African decision makers' active participation in the global internet govern-

ance debate. 
 
The African Union is implementing the two last outputs of the project namely harmonisation 
of measurable ICT/Telecommunications policy, legal and regulatory frameworks and promo-
tion of African decision makers' active participation in the global internet governance debate.  
 
The expected results and deliverable to be achieved by the project are as follows: 

• Deliverable 1: African policy, legal and regulatory frameworks in support of ICT devel-
opment is enhanced and measured; 

• Deliverable 2: Continental policy and legislative harmonization through the develop-
ment of a Monitoring and Evaluation methodology and a forward-looking agenda to 
remedy the identified weaknesses is developed and implemented; 

• Deliverable 3: Continental regulatory harmonization through cooperation between na-
tional regulatory telecommunications / ICT authorities is strengthened; 

• Deliverable 4: Awareness of relevant actors, in particular public authorities and civil 
society, regarding cross cutting use of ICTs is raised;  

• Deliverable 5: Active participation of African stakeholders in global internet govern-
ance fora is strengthened and coordinated; 

• Deliverable 6: The establishment of National Internet Governance Forum NIGF is pro-
moted and enabled for African Member States who do not have national IGFs; 

• Deliverable 7: Regional and continental (African) IGFs are strengthened; 
• Deliverable 8: Capacity of member states in negotiating regional and international In-

ternet Governance related policy and legal disputes is enhanced. 
 

2  C o n t e x t  o f  t h e  a s s i g n m e n t  

 
PRIDA intends to address the underlying challenges of lack of adequate understanding of the 
current policy, legal and regulatory frameworks driving the ICT sector at national, regional and 
continental levels. By documenting, measuring and evaluating the current policy, legislative 
and regulatory regimes, the project aims to identify gaps and devise measures to support ICT 
policy and regulatory harmonization and capacity strengthening efforts.  
 
There is limited understanding of the current progress with and the impact of ICT policies and 
regulation in Africa.  It is therefore important to gather data on the policy and regulatory as-
sessments and evaluation activities in the region.  This would include and but not limited to a 
review of the methodologies and models  that were used for policy and regulatory assessment 



 

 
 

including but not limited to Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA), Telecom Regulatory Envi-
ronment (TRE) surveys, benchmarking, the World Bank PPA Report, the ITU regulators self-
assessment, the ECTA regulatory scorecard and the European Commission monitoring report 
on the electronic communication market and regulations.  

3  R e q u e s t e d  s e r v i c e s  

The purpose of this consultancy assignment is to review the current and past policy, regulatory 
and legislative monitoring and evaluation initiatives in Africa.  
 

3 . 1  D u t i e s  a n d  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  

The consultant is required to document the existing ICT policy, regulatory and legislative mon-
itoring initiatives across the region and worldwide by creating different tables and compiling 
resources, the methodologies and tools that were used for monitoring and evaluation ICT po-
lices, regulations and legislations and the lessons and best practices. The consultant is ex-
pected to produce an assessment and benchmarking report on the current and past policy, 
regulatory and legislation monitoring and evaluation initiatives in Africa.  

3 . 2  A c t i v i t i e s  

The consultant is expected to carry out the following activities: 

 

• Assess the past and current ICT policy evaluation and monitoring initiatives in Africa, 

including the policy gap analysis efforts by AUC member states and regional organi-

sations. The assessment should include methodologies, tools used and the lessons 

that were drawn for improvements of the future ICT policies development and imple-

mentation in Africa such as Regulatory Impact Assessment and Telecom Regulaotory 

Environment (TRE) surveys and lessons that can be drawn for the improvement of 

ICT sector regulations in the continent.   

• Review research that has been conducted to assess policy, regulatory and legislative 

performance in Africa by AUC Member States and Regional Organizations, 

• Review best practices in monitoring and evaluation of ICT policies and legislations in 

other parts of the world, 

• Compare the measurement and evaluation tool and the processes that were used in 
Africa with other international initiatives such as the World Bank Participatory Poverty 
Assessment (PPA) Report, the regulators self-assessment of the International Tele-
communication Union, the regulatory scorecard of the European Competitive Tele-
communications Association (ECTA) and the European Commission monitoring re-
port on the electronic communication market and regulations.  

• Propose suitable policy, regulation and legislation monitoring tools that can be ap-
plied consistently across the continent with detailed discussion of pros and cons  
 

• Produce an assessment and benchmarking report on the current and past policy, reg-
ulatory and legislation monitoring and evaluation initiatives in Africa.  
 



 

 
 

• Produce background information, data, statistics on policy, regulation, legislation 

monitoring and evaluation initiatives, tools and methodologies that will be available on 

the PRIDA digital platform. 

 
• Work with AUC team  PRIDA technical assistance during the first and second moni-

toring and assessment  rounds, 

 
• Develop a Monitoring and Evaluation methodology to assess the effective implemen-

tation of harmonised policies and regulatory frameworks by Regional Economic Com-

munities and the AU  Commission and measure the impact of regulations on ICT mar-

ket in Africa (investment, completion, consumer protection, 

3 . 3  E x p e c t e d  r e s u l t s  

The expected result of the consultancy project is a the documentation of the past and current 
policy, regulation and legislation evaluation and monitoring activities and recommendation to 
the African Member States on how to go about monitoring and evaluation of policy, regulation 
and legislation in the future.  The consultancy is expected to recommend suitable tools that 
can be applied consistently across the continent. The expert should also develop a monitoring 
and evaluation methodology to be used by the African Union Commission and its Member 
States. 

3 . 4  K e y  d e l i v e r a b l e s  

The expert is expected to produce the following: 

- Data, information and insight on policy, regulation and legislation monitoring and eval-

uation initiatives in Africa and worldwide that can be available through the PRIDA Dig-

ital Platform, 

- An assessment and benchmarking report on the current and past policy, regulatory 

and legislation monitoring and evaluation initiatives in Africa,  
- A Monitoring and Evaluation methodology to assess the effective implementation of 

harmonised policies and regulatory frameworks by Regional Economic Communities 
and the AU  Commission and measure the impact of regulations on ICT market in Africa 
(investment, completion, consumer protection) 
 

4  T i m e t a b l e  

The consultancy will take place between First Second and Third quarter 2019. 



 

 
 

5  E x p e r t  p r o f i l e   

To carry out the assignment, one expert is needed, the expert should meet the following re-

quirements: 

Qualifications and skills  
 

• Post graduate degree in fields related to ICT sector policy, regulation and legislations 

such as law, public policy management, etc. A PhD Degree is preferred. 

 
• Excellent English or French communication and writing skills.   

 
• Ability to work in close collaboration with regional stakeholders   

 
General professional experience  

• At least 10 years of successful international working experience in the area of ICT 

policy, regulation and legislation, 

• At least 10 years of experience in researching ICT policy and regulation, with atten-

tion to developing countries. 

• Relevant experience in the African region with regard to ICT policies and regulations  

Specific professional experience  
Minimum requirements 

• Relevant  working experience in ICT policy, regulation and legislation, 

• Relevant working experience in ICT policy and regulation analysis, measurement and 

evaluation, 

• Knowledge about how ICT can foster and catalyse sustainable development and im-

prove lives through enhanced education-, health-, innovation and infrastructure devel-

opment. 

• Affiliation with research institution that conducts policy, regulation and legislation anal-

ysis.  

Online applications process: 

The applicant is required to send the following documents: 

- Updated CV – EU format - with indicated reference persons 

- Work Samples (links, or documents) 

- A maximum of 3 pages outlining  the understanding of the ToR, approach and indica-

tive timetable of work  

- Capability statement to indicate that the consultant has dome similar work and able to 

carryout the assignment in a specified period, 



 

 
 

- Daily fee expectation 

To… 

- armand.lichambany@gfa-group.de 

- Birgit.boetius@gfa-group.de 

- ecalandro@researchICTafrica.net 

- imacpherson@carsa.es 

The application will be systematically evaluated along the requirements specified in the ToR. 


